
 
Learning Plans 

 

Year: 11 

Subject: Physics GCSE Double Award 

Learning Plan 2 – Autumn Term 

Knowledge Focus: Types of radiation and half life 

 

This half term: Skills to be developed:  
Applying knowledge and understanding. 
Literacy –  reading and following complex instructions 
Numeracy – analysing data and performing calculations accurately. 
ICT searching for information and producing summary sheets. 

This half term: knowledge and understanding to be developed: 
What radiation is, why some nuclei are unstable. The terms nucleon number (A), proton number (Z) and isotope, 
and relate them to the number of protons and neutrons in an atomic nucleus. 
Understand the term background radiation, be able to give examples of background radiation. Know the differences 
between alpha, beta and gamma radiation. Different methods of disposal of nuclear waste 

Key Terms to be learned this half term: radiation, ionising, nuclei, nucleon, proton, neutron, isotope, background 
radiation, alpha, beta, gamma, nuclear waste, half life 

 

Week 1 Learning Objectives:  
The terms nucleon number (A), proton 
number (Z) and isotope. 
Explain what is meant by the term isotope.  
Know that radioactive emissions arise from 
unstable atomic nuclei due to an imbalance 
between the numbers of protons and neutrons. 
Understand the term background radiation, be 
able to give examples of background radiation 
and be able to make an allowance for it in 
measurements of radiation. 
 
 

 Objective Assessment: 
Define the key words and 
give examples 

Homework: 
Educake: istopes 

Week 2 Learning Objectives:  
Know how we monitor background radiation and 
how householders can be protected from radon. 
Draw pie chart of typical background radiation 
sources.  
Know the differences between alpha, beta and 
gamma radiation in terms of their penetrating 
power, relating their penetrating powers to their 
potential for harm. 
 

 Objective Assessment: 
Describe alpha/beta/gamma 

Homework: 
Educake: types of 
radiation 

Week 3 Learning Objectives:  
Understand the difference in risk for alpha, beta 
or gamma sources outside or inside the body.    
Produce and balance nuclear equations for 
nuclear decay. 

 Objective Assessment: 
Consider and justify which 
radiation types are most 
dangerous. Balance nuclear 
equations 
 

Homework: 
Educake: nuclear 
safety 

Week 4 Learning Objectives:  
Understand the fact that waste materials from 
nuclear power stations and nuclear medicine 
are radioactive and some of them will remain 
radioactive for thousands of years. 
The implications of this for the safe disposal of 
nuclear waste should be understood.  
Appreciation that this is due to the long half-
lives of some radioactive substances. 
Different methods of disposal of nuclear waste 
should be considered along with their 
advantages and disadvantages. 
 

 Objective Assessment: 
Describe the best methods 
for nuclear waster disposal 

Homework:  
Educake: nuclear 
waste 



Week 5 Learning Objectives:  
Review lesson.  
Topic test. 

 Objective Assessment: 
Produce learning maps to 
summarise this topic. 

    
 

Homework:  
Revise for test 

Week 6 Learning Objectives:  
Half life. 
Understand how to plot or sketch decay curves 
for radioactive materials, understand that a 
given radioactive material has a characteristic 
half-life and determine the half-life of a material 
from the decay curve.  
Understand how to perform simple calculations 
involving the activity and half-life of radioactive 
materials in a variety of contexts, e.g. carbon 
dating. 
Be able to calculate the activity after a certain 
number of half-lives, or calculate half-life from 
given data on changes to activity.  
 
 

 Objective Assessment: 
Describe half life and use 
data in calculations 

Homework:  
Educake: half life 

Week 7 Learning Objectives:  
Specified practical – determine half life of a 
simulated radioactive sample 
 
 
 

 Objective Assessment: 
Learn this experimental 
method in detail 

 

 

CAR Assessment 1 CAR Assessment 2  

Task: QER radiation 
Skills being assessed:  

 Application of knowledge, understanding, data 
analysis 

Task: Topic test - radiation 
Skills being assessed:  

 Application of knowledge, understanding, data 
analysis 

CAR Assessment 3  

Task: specified practical 
Skills being assessed:  

 Practical skills, application of knowledge, 
understanding, data analysis 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

BELONG, BELIEVE, ACHIEVE 

PERTHYN, CREDU, LLWYDDO 


